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CLIENT REGISTRATION AND INTAKE FORM 
 

 
MOST/DFW requests the following information for the purpose of completing a thorough evaluation. Please 
complete to the best of your ability. Depending on the client’s abilities, some questions may not be applicable.  

Date: ____________________    Referring Physician (if applicable): ______________________________________ 
 

CLIENT INFORMATION 

Client’s Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 
     LAST     FIRST      MI 

Date of Birth: _____/_____/_______   Gender:  M F  

Address: ______________________________________________ City: __________________ State: _____ Zip: ________ 

Languages: English ________________________ (_______%); ________________________ (_______%) 

 

PARENT/GUARDIAN CONTACT INFORMATION 

PRIMARY CONTACT: _________________________________________________________________________________  
    LAST     FIRST     MI 
Relationship to Client: _______________________________  Gender:           M      F  

Address: _____________________________________ City: __________________ State: _____ Zip: ________ 

Email Address: _________________________________  Do you check this regularly?           YES     NO 

Cell Phone: (_____) _____-_________   Alternate Phone: (_____) _____-_________  

Can we leave messages regarding appointments on your cell/alternate phone?     YES    NO 

 

SECONDARY CONTACT: _____________________________________________________________________________ 
           LAST     FIRST    MI 

Relationship to Client: _______________________________  Gender:          M   F  

Address: _____________________________________ City: __________________ State: _____ Zip: ________ 

Email Address: _________________________________  Do you check this regularly?           YES     NO 

Cell Phone: (_____) _____-_________   Alternate Phone: (_____) _____-_________  

Can we leave messages regarding appointments on your cell/alternate phone?     YES    NO 
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Client’s Primary Physician 

Physician’s Name: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Practice Name: _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ________________________________________________ City: _______________________________ 

State: ______         Zip: ______________         Phone: (_____) _____-_______     Fax: (_____) _____-_______  

 

Is the client currently receiving other therapeutic services? 

 Speech Therapy  Occupational Therapy   Physical Therapy  

ABA Therapy   Counseling/ Psychotherapy  Other 

If so, where? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Company Name       Phone Number           Therapist Name       Email 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Company Name       Phone Number           Therapist Name       Email 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Company Name       Phone Number           Therapist Name       Email 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Company Name       Phone Number           Therapist Name       Email 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Company Name       Phone Number           Therapist Name       Email 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Company Name       Phone Number           Therapist Name       Email 

 

PRIOR EVALUATIONS/ THERAPY 

Has the client been seen by any other specialists?    YES  NO 

Please list any specialists the client has seen for medical, developmental, or educational concerns and any current 

therapies: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MEDICAL HISTORY 

Date of Last Medical Exam: ____________________       Height: _____________  Weight: _____________ 
 

Is the client currently taking any medications?      YES  NO 

If yes, please list medication, dosage, and reason for prescribing (you may also include or attach a list of current 

medications if applicable): 

     Medication    Dosage           Reason for Prescribing 

_____________________________ ______________________ ____________________________________ 

_____________________________ ______________________ ____________________________________ 

_____________________________ ______________________ ____________________________________ 

_____________________________ ______________________ ____________________________________ 

_____________________________ ______________________ ____________________________________ 

_____________________________ ______________________ ____________________________________ 

_____________________________ ______________________ ____________________________________ 

 

Has the client been diagnosed with any of the following? Please check all that apply. 
 

 Diagnoses Date Physician  Diagnoses Date Physician 

 ADD    Down syndrome   

 ADHD    Dyslexia   

 Anxiety Disorder    Dysphagia   

 Aphasia    Emotional Disorder   

 Apraxia    Fragile X Syndrome   

 Asperger’s Syndrome    Learning Disabilities   

 Autism Spectrum Disorder    Sensory Processing Disorder   

 Cognitive Delay    Tourette’s Syndrome   

Others:______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Please provide detail below on who provided the diagnosis, based on what criteria (i.e. test scores, 

evaluations, genetic study,) and the date of diagnosis: ____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Has the client had any illnesses or health problems? Please check all that apply. 
 

 Illness/Problem Age Comments  Illness/Problems Age Comments 

 Adenoid problems    Measles   

 Allergies    Meningitis   

 Asthma    Mumps   

 Bed wetting    Nail biting   

 Broken limbs    Nightmares   

 Bronchitis    Pneumonia   

 Chicken pox    Respiratory problems   

 Diabetes    Seizures   

 Ear infections    Skin problems   

 Epilepsy    Sleep   

 Frequent colds    Strep throat   

 Gastrointestinal problems    Tuberculosis   

 Hay fever    Tubes in ears   

 Heart deficits    Whooping cough   

 High fever       

 

Others: ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Has the client ever been hospitalized?        YES  NO 

 If yes, list reasons: _____________________________________________________________________ 

Has the client ever had a serious accident/injury?      YES  NO 

 If yes, list accidents: ___________________________________________________________________ 

Are there any other medical illnesses or conditions which have been diagnosed? ____________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Is the client in good general health at present time? ______________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

DEVELOPMENTAL MILESTONES 

Did your child achieve the following milestones at appropriate level and age? Please check all that apply.

Rolling over 

Sit alone 

Crawl 

Pull up 

Smile 

Skip 

Finger feed 

Use spoon 

Cruise 

Babble 

Walk 

Chew solid food 

Drink from a cup 

Held head up 

Potty Trained 

Stood alone 

Scribble 

Run

First word: _____________________    First phrase: _____________________________________ 

Was crawling a brief phase?    YES NO  Absent?  YES NO  

Did child use a walker (rolling plastic seat)?     YES NO  

If yes, how often/until what age? ________________________________________________________________ 

Experienced hesitancy or delays in learning to go down the stairs?    YES NO  

Are there any medical precautions the therapist should be aware of when working with your child? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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VISUAL DEVELOPMENT 

Has the client experienced any problems with their eyesight or vision? ______________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Are there any current sight problems of which you are aware? _____________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

When was the last time the client’s eyesight was tested? __________________________________________ 

 

AUDITORY DEVELOPMENT 

Has your child experienced any problems with his/her hearing? (i.e. operations, infections, tubes): 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Are there any current hearing problems of which you are aware? ____________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

When was the last time the client’s hearing was tested? ___________________________________________ 

 

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY 

Does your child exhibit or has exhibited any of the following behaviors? If so, please indicate age and any 

attempts to alter the client’s behavior. 

Behavior Age Comment 

Excessive shyness   

Thumb/Pacifier sucking   

Difficulty separating from parents   

Face twitching   

Strong fears/nightmares   

Sleep Difficulties or Bedwetting   

Difficulty sitting still   

Inability to complete activities   

Attention Problems   

Difficulty controlling emotions   
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PREGNANCY 
(If child is adopted, skip to Adoption section) 

What kind of experience was the pregnancy for both parents? 

Parent A: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Parent B: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Yes No Comments (please specify) 

Was conception planned?    

Were there complications? (shock, severe 
stress, loss of loved one, accident, health 
problems, confinement to bed, etc.) 

   

Was mother exposed to loud noises?    

Did mother smoke?    

Did mother consume alcohol?    

Did mother take any medications? Specify.    

Did mother talk much?    

Was mother physically active?    

Were any previous pregnancies 
complicated? 

   

 

LABOR AND DELIVERY 

 Yes No Comments 

Length of labor Hours 

Premature (specify)    

Forceps used    

High forceps used    

Suction    

Delivery position (ex: breech)  

Caesarean birth (reason)    
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Birth weight                                   lbs                                        oz 

APGAR ratings (if known)  

Cried immediately    

Required special treatment? (i.e. required 
oxygen, had jaundice, etc.) 

   

Birth injuries (specify)    

Did the newborn have immediate physical 
contact with the mother? 

   

Was there a positive bonding experience 
between the mother and newborn at birth? 

   

Describe any separations from mother 
during first days of life 

   

Did mother experience any postpartum 
depression? 

   

Admitted to NICU (If so, how long?)    

 

ADOPTION 

Describe the circumstances surrounding the adoption: ____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

More specifically: 

 Age when adopted: ____________________________________________________________________ 

 Prior foster homes: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 Physical appearance: ___________________________________________________________________ 

 Response to new home: ________________________________________________________________ 

 Is the client aware of their adoption: _____________________________________________________ 

 

INFANCY AND TODDLERHOOD 

Going back to the first two years of the child’s life, what type of baby was they? (i.e. feeding, sleeping, 

activity level.) _________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Yes No Comments 

Breastfed    

Extended separations during first two years 
(over 3 days) 

   

Specific health problems during the period    

Thumb sucking/pacifier (until what age)    

Feeding problems    

Sleeping problems    

Colic or “fussy” baby    

Prefer certain positions as an infant (describe)    

Dislike lying on stomach    

Dislike lying on back     

Able to self soothe    

On a regular schedule    

Enjoying bouncing    

Became calmed by car rides or infant swings    

Became nauseated by car rides or infant 
swings 

   

Crawled (at what age)    

Toe walker (until what age)    

Go through “terrible twos”    

Mouth breather    

Excessive drooling    

Excessive mouthing of toys/objects    

Picky eater    

Putting too much food in mouth at one time    
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Unable to drink without spilling    

Gagging, coughing, or choking on certain 
food(s) (Please list.) 

   

Food falling out of mouth    

Difficulty chewing food    

Avoiding or vomiting certain consistencies    

 

Describe your child’s toddlerhood: ______________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

At what age were solid foods introduced? ________________________________________________________ 

What kind of cup does your child typically drink from? ____________________________________________ 

Please describe a typical meal: _________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PERSONAL PROFILE 

What are your child’s strengths? ________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What do you enjoy most about your child and family? _____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What kind of interests and activities does your child have? (hobbies, sports, clubs, favorite toys, interest) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What are presenting problems for your child? Please specify. (All categories below may not apply.) 

Academic: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Activities of daily life (e.g. eating, dressing): ______________________________________________________ 

Relationships: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Sensory: _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Speech: _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Attention: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Motor: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Feeding/dietary: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Play: ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Other: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What Strategies or techniques have you been trying independently? ________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are the top three goals for client to achieve in therapy? 

1.___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

FAMILY ADAPTATION 

How would you describe your child’s general adjustment at home? 

Poor   Fair   Good   Excellent 

How does your child get along with each family member of the family? 

Parent A: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
  NAME 
Parent B: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
  NAME 

Siblings (specify age of each sibling): ____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Anyone else who lives in the home: ______________________________________________________________ 

Has there been any traumatic family events in the course of this child’s development? _________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Have there been any major moves? (City to city, country to country, etc.) _____________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Are both parents present at the primary residence? _______________________________________________ 

What, if any, stresses are affecting at this time? ___________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Difficulty Yes No Relationship to child 

Speech or language problem    

Hearing problem     

Reading problem    

Learning disability    

Emotional problem     

Other (please specify)    

 

EDUCATION 

School: ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Grade/Class: _______________________________     Teacher:________________________________________ 

Classroom Type:_____________________________   Resource Room:       YES      NO    ESL:          YES      NO 

How often does your child attend school?________________________________________________________ 

Please list any services the client receives at school (speech therapy, occupational therapy, physical 

therapy, tutoring etc.): _________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

May we communicate with the school therapist to collaborate services?           YES  NO 

School therapist name: ___________________________________              Phone: (____) ______-__________ 

Does the client experience any specific challenges in school? If yes, please explain. ___________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How did the client adapt to the first day(s) at school or pre-school? 

 Mostly positive: ____________      Mixed: ______________        Mostly negative: _____________ 

 How old were they? ____________ How much time did they attend per week? _______________ 

In general, how would you describe the client’s experience/learning at school? ______________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

SPEECH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

What is the client’s primary mode of communication? (gestures, singing, single words, short phrases, 

sentences, augmentative devices, picture exchange): ______________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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If the client is talking, please indicate what age the client began to: 
Babble __________     First word __________    2-3 words  __________  

Use language as a primary mode of communication: ___________ 

Please give an estimate of how many words are in the client’s vocabulary: 

Receptive (words understood): _______________   Expressive (words spoken): _______________ 

How much of the client’s speech is understood by the parents/legal guardian? 

10% or less  11-24%       25-50%       51-74%       75-100%       

Does the client demonstrate frustration when they are not understood? If yes, please explain __________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Does the client: Yes No Sometimes 

Answer questions logically? 

Greet people arriving or leaving? 

Engage in turn taking? 

Initiate conversation? 

Maintain a topic in conversation? 

Recall & tell about everyday events? 

Follow one-step directions? 

Did the client’s speech/language development seem to develop normally and then stop or regress? _____ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Does the client follow spoken directions? _______________________________________________________ 

Does the client often hesitate and/or repeat sounds or words? ______________________________________ 

Is their speech (check one)      too fast     too slow  average 

PLAY AND SOCIAL SKILLS 

Does the client engage in eye contact during communication?  YES  NO  SOMETIMES 

When given a choice, does the client like to play alone or with others? ALONE     OTHERS 
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How does the client interact with others? (shy, aggressive, cooperative, etc.) ________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Does the client prefer to play with older children, younger children, or adults only? ____________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What is the average amount of time the client can spend on one activity without being distracted? _____ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What kind of interests, in order of preference, are the clients favorites? _____________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please check the types of play your child engages in:

FINE AND GROSS MOTOR 

Yes No 

Can the client dress themselves? 

Is the client uncoordinated? 

Would you describe the client as clumsy? 

Would you describe the client as “overly active”? 

Would you describe the client as destructive to self or environment? 

Is the client sensitive to touch? 

Is the client sensitive to loud noises? 

Is the client extremely shy or anxious? 

Does the client throw excessive tantrums? 

Throwing/shaking toys Games with rules Rough and tumble play 

Make believe play Banging toys together Mouthing toys 

Pushing/pulling toys Looking at books Reading books 

Other: 
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Please check all that apply: 

My child seems to be overly sensitive to sensory experiences more so than most people: 

Auditory Tactile   Visual  Movement     Taste   Smell 

My child doesn’t seem to react to sensory experiences as readily as most people: 

Auditory Tactile   Visual  Movement     Taste   Smell 

My child actively seeks out sensory experiences more so than other people: 

  Auditory Tactile   Visual  Movement     Taste   Smell 

My child has difficulty differentiating sensory experiences. (ex. confuse sounds, can’t find objects in 

drawer or bag without looking, bumps into things.) Please describe: ________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

My child has trouble learning new movements. 

My child tends to be clumsy and has balance and coordination problems. 

 

GOALS 

What are your goals for your child’s program? Please be specific as possible.  

1. ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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How did you hear about MOST/DFW? __________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

If you were referred: 

Referred by: _____________________________________      

Profession: ______________________________________ 

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Optional: 
 
MOST has my permission to send a thank you letter to my referral source indicating that my child has 
been seen for an evaluation. 
 
 
Parent or Guardian: __________________________________   Date: ______________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I hereby authorize that I have completed the above questionnaire accurately and honestly. 

 

Client Signature: _________________________________________________    Date:____/____/_____ 

 

If under 18, parent or guardian signature is required: 

 

Parent/Guardian Signature: _______________________________________    Date :____/____/_____ 

 

Client Name (please print): ____________________________________________________________________ 
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